Your electronic medical record can’t do without imaging data from your PACS — and neither can the rest of your organization. Yet most PACS systems don’t include around-the-clock monitoring mechanism that isolates inconsistencies and errors before there is an impact to the patient/physician experience. What if you could give your administrators a tool to keep your PACS running without a hitch and in a fraction of the time?

With McKesson, you can. The PACSHealth® solution is a customizable, centralized dashboard with real-time monitoring of your McKesson Radiology™ system and database status for better performance. In fact, with PACSHealth, you can rest assured that system data is clean and consistent across the board.

The 24x7 monitoring provides PACS database status and anomaly reporting by criticality. If there is an error, it can be quickly identified before patient care is interrupted. System reports are generated quickly and accurately, helping to reduce turnaround time and unnecessary oversight all while supporting data integrity improvement. Better results translate into better health for your patients and your organization.

**Detailed reporting**
With the interactive and intuitive browser-based solution, even HIPAA auditing, workstation utilization and identification of possible duplicate records are a breeze. The system’s complete HIPAA Audit Log summary by user, accession or patient is only a click away. Easy access to these transactional audit logs provides the critical information of who, what, when and where necessary to support HIPAA compliance.

You can also stay on top of workstation utilization with reports that detail licenses in use, by user and duration. Global system status helps improve system performance by including study exam queue monitoring by status; archive, send, retrieve and print queue monitoring by status; and unspecified/unmatched exam monitoring.

**Let’s get technical**
When we say PACSHealth is a browser-based system, we mean it. The solution does not require a client install, ActiveX® or Java™ code. And we do the entire install in 30 days or less. You’ll find that most reports can be exported to XML, Excel® or other formats of your choosing. By adding PACSHealth Alerts™, you can give your system real-time email alert messages for even better proactive monitoring.

**Contact us**
For more information about PACSHealth, contact your sales representative or visit www.mckesson.com.